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ABSTRACT

ARTICLE HISTORY

China has experienced rapid and massive urban expansion in recent
decades. To address the opportunities and challenges posed by
urbanization, it is important to investigate this process. Although many
studies have characterized China’s urbanization, mainly based on
individual cities or urban agglomerations, few studies have compared
the urban expansion patterns among cities of different regions and sizes
at a national scale. Additionally, the source of the newly developed
urban land has largely been ignored in previous research. To fill these
gaps, we provide a comprehensive view of the growth patterns of 291
Chinese cities during 1990–2015, quantifying the rates, spatial forms,
and corresponding landscape characteristics of the urban expansion.
More importantly, we further investigate what their new urban land is
converted from. Key findings include: (1) the annual expansion (AE) and
annual growth rate (AGR) of all 291 cities were 1869.81 km2 and 4.81%
during 1990–2015; (2) cropland and rural settlements were the
predominant source, accounting for 65.22% and 17.49% of the new
urban land during 1990–2015; (3) edge-expansion was the dominant
growth form for most cities, followed by infilling and leapfrogging
growth; and (4) the landscape characteristics of the occupied cropland
differed across various cities.
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1. Introduction
The world is experiencing urbanization at an unprecedented rate. The urban population of the world
accounted for about 33% in 1950, but the fraction of the population living in cities had increased to
54% by 2014, and the figure is projected to reach 66% by 2050 (United Nations 2015). Currently,
global urban land is expanding at twice the rate of population growth, and is expected to exceed
1.1 million km2 by 2050 (Angel et al. 2011). Urbanization, characterized by a demographic shift
from rural to urban areas and physical land conversion, poses both opportunities and challenges
for global development in the twenty-first century (Bai, Chen, and Shi 2011). The notion that cities
can facilitate optimized delivery of social services, such as education, health care, and efficient governance, is widely accepted (Bettencourt et al. 2007). However, the continuous population migration
from rural to urban areas raises challenges of both urban management and public safety (Kuang et al.
2014). The conversion of natural land into impervious surfaces has a profound impact on the carbon
cycle (Normile 2008), the hydrological process (McDonald et al. 2011), and the surface energy
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balance of the land ecosystem (Kuang et al. 2015). Meanwhile, the accompanying environmental
problems, such as the greenhouse effect (Zeng et al. 2017), air and water pollution (Chan and
Yao 2008; Chi et al. 2016), the loss of natural habits and biodiversity (He et al. 2014), and the
urban heat island effect (Kuang et al. 2015), are threatening our future development.
The developing countries are expected to be the urbanization hotspots in the following decades
(United Nations 2015). As the world’s most populous developing country, China has undergone a
marked urbanization process since the implementation of the reform and opening-up policy in
1978. The fraction of China’s urban population increased from 17.92% in 1978 to 56.10% in 2015
and its built-up area even expanded by nearly six-fold between 1981 and 2015, from 7.44 × 103 to
5.21 × 104 km2 (National Bureau of Statistics of China [1978] 2016). The year 2011 was a milestone
in the urbanization process of China as the urban population exceeded the rural population for the
first time in history. After industrialization, urbanization has become a new engine to promote economic and social development (Ru, Lu, and Li 2012). Therefore, the urban expansion patterns after
2011 need to be further revealed to help the Chinese government to develop supporting policies
in this new stage of development.
The rapid and massive urban expansion of China has aroused widespread concern. Many studies
have investigated this process, mainly at the individual city level (e.g. Beijing (Li, Zhou, and Ouyang
2013), Shanghai (Zhang et al. 2011), Guangzhou (Kuang et al. 2014), and Shenzhen (Sui and Zeng
2001)) or the urban agglomeration level (e.g. the Yangtze River Delta (Li, Li, and Wu 2013), the Pearl
River Delta (Li and Yeh 2004), and Jing-Jin-Ji (Gao et al. 2017; Hass and Ban 2014)). Nonetheless,
experts have called for a more thorough consideration of China’s urbanization at the national scale,
as such studies are important for the urban development of the whole country (Gu, Wu, and Cook
2012; Wu, Xiang, and Zhao 2014). However, there are still three research gaps with the national-scale
studies. First, most such studies have used the entire country, regions, or provinces as the analysis
unit (Kuang et al. 2016; Liu, Zhang, and Hu 2012; Xu et al. 2016), but the growth patterns of the
cities, which are regarded as engines of economic growth and centers of culture and innovation,
have not been well understood (Wu, Xiang, and Zhao 2014). Although Lin et al. (2015) analyzed
land urbanization and its driving forces in 658 Chinese cities from 2000 to 2010 with statistical
data, they did not consider the spatial forms of urban growth. Wang et al. (2012) investigated the
urban expansion of 663 Chinese cities from 1990 to 2010, considering only the core area for each
city, but the peri-urban areas and small-sized towns were omitted in their analysis. Second, limited
by the relatively low urbanization level and development, the central, western, and northeastern
cities have attracted much less concern than the eastern cities (Kuang et al. 2016; Qu, Zhao, and
Sun 2014; Sun, Zhao, and Qu 2015). Furthermore, the small- and medium-sized cities have been neglected in most of the previous studies, despite the fact that they account for nearly 80% of Chinese
cities (Gao et al. 2016). To date, few studies have focused on the comparison among cities of different
regions and sizes (Kuang et al. 2016; Xu and Min 2013). Third, in the current literature, the spatiotemporal dynamics of urban expansion is always the research focus. However, few studies have
tracked the source of newly developed urban land for Chinese cities over a long period of time
and compared their land-use patterns. For instance, the question of how much cropland was expropriated due to urban expansion has not yet been fully solved for most Chinese cities, in spite of its
great importance to food security for a country with limited arable land and an enormous population. To fill these gaps, we grouped 291 Chinese cities according to their sizes and geographical
locations, and compared the urban expansion patterns of the various cities for different time periods
from 1990 to 2015.
To the best of our knowledge, this study provides the first comprehensive analysis comparing the
urban expansion patterns of 291 Chinese cities during 1990–2015. The major elements of this study
were to: (1) quantify the spatiotemporal dynamics of urban expansion; (2) track the source of newly
developed urban land; (3) investigate the urban growth forms; and (4) characterize the landscape
patterns of the occupied cropland due to urban expansion. More importantly, we have compared
the four points among cities of different regions and sizes.
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2. Materials and methods
2.1. Study area
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In this study, 291 Chinese cities (i.e. four municipalities directly under the administration of central
government, 15 vice-provincial cities, and 272 prefecture-level cities) were selected as samples, and
their boundaries were defined according to China’s official definition of administrative areas (Chan
2007). To compare the growth patterns across a range of city sizes, we used the urban population in
2014 to stratify the cities into four levels (Supplementary Table 1) (Bai, Shi, and Liu 2014; National
Bureau of Statistics of China 2014). For the urbanization spatial analysis, we adopted China’s economic-geographical zoning scheme to divide the entire country into four zones (Figure 1): (1) the
eastern zone; (2) the central zone; (3) the western zone; and (4) the northeastern zone (Huang,
Wei, et al. 2015; Xu and Min 2013).
2.2. Data
We used six periods of the China Land Use/Cover Dataset (i.e. CLUD 1990, 1995, 2000, 2005, 2010,
and 2015) provided by the Institute of Geographical Science and Nature Resources Research
(IGSNRR, http://www.igsnrr.ac.cn/) of the Chinese Academy of Sciences (CAS). This dataset was

Figure 1. Spatial distribution of the selected cities. The entire country is divided into four zones: (1) the eastern zone (including
Shanghai, Beijing, Tianjin, Macau, Hong Kong, Shandong, Guangdong, Jiangsu, Hebei, Zhejiang, Hainan, Fujian, and Taiwan); (2) the
central zone (including Anhui, Shanxi, Jiangxi, Henan, Hubei, and Hunan); (3) the western zone (including Chongqing, Yunnan,
Sichuan, Guizhou, Shaanxi, Gansu, Qinghai, Inner Mongolia, Ningxia, Guangxi, Xinjiang, and Tibet); and (4) the northeastern
zone (including Jilin, Heilongjiang and Liaoning). The yellow dividing lines are based on the provincial boundaries.
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mainly generated from Landsat TM/ETM+ and HJ-1A/1B images with a spatial resolution of 30 m ×
30 m, and its classification system includes six primary land-cover categories and 25 subtypes. We
reclassified the dataset into eight classes (cropland, woodland, grassland, water bodies, urban land,
rural settlements, other construction land, and unused land; Supplementary Figure 13 shows the
reclassification result for CLUD 2015). This dataset has been widely used to study the land-use/
cover change of China, and accuracy assessment has been addressed in previous studies, except
for CLUD 2015 (Liu et al. 2003; Liu et al. 2010; Liu et al. 2014; Liu, Liu, et al. 2005; Liu, Tian,
et al. 2005), indicating average interpretation accuracies of more than 90% for the first five periods.
CLUD 2015 was updated from the previous datasets by a human–computer interactive method, and
its accuracy assessment is currently being conducted by the IGSNRR.
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2.3. Study methods
2.3.1. Urban expansion rate
Two indexes – annual expansion (AE, km2) and annual growth rate (AGR, %) – were selected to
quantify the rate of urban expansion. These indexes are defined as follows:
Aend − Astart
d



Aend 1/d
AGR = 100% ×
−1
Astart
AE =

(1)
(2)

where Astart and Aend are the urban land areas at the start and end points, respectively, and d is the
time span from the start to the end point. AE directly measures the annual change of urban land
areas, while AGR eliminates the size effect of cities and is used to compare the urban expansion
among different cities during the same period (Wu et al. 2015).
2.3.2. Urban growth types
The urban growth type was summarized into three forms: infilling, edge-expansion, and leapfrogging
(Camagni, Gibelli, and Rigamonti 2002). The urban growth types (E) were calculated using the following equation (Xu et al. 2007):
E=

Lcom
Pnew

(3)

where Pnew represents the perimeter of a newly developed urban patch, and Lcom is the length of the
common boundary of this newly developed urban patch and the existing urban land. The urban
growth type is identified as infilling when E > 0.5, as edge-expansion when 0 < E ≤ 0.5, and as leapfrogging when E = 0.
2.3.3. Landscape analysis
A large number of landscape metrics have been used to measure landscape composition and spatial
configuration (Fang, Li, and Wang 2016). In this study, six commonly used landscape metrics were
selected to characterize the landscape pattern of the occupied land during the urban expansion
between 1990 and 2015: number of patches (NP), mean patch size (MPS), largest patch index
(LPI), edge density (ED), aggregation index (AI), and perimeter area weighted mean ratio
(PARA_AM). The metrics were all calculated using FRAGSTATS at the class level (McGarigal
et al. 2002). The NP metric is a measure of the discrete area for each individual class, and it increases
with the degree of fragmentation (Fang, Li, and Wang 2016). MPS represents the relative size of each
class and describes the form change (Fang, Li, and Wang 2016). LPI measures the proportion of total
area occupied by the largest patch of an individual class (Wu et al. 2015). The ED measures the total
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Table 1. Selected landscape metrics in this study.
Landscape metrics

Abbreviation

Number of patches
Mean patch size

NP
MPS

Largest patch index
Edge density
Aggregation index
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Perimeter area
weighted mean
ration

LPI
ED
AI
PARA_AM

Formula
NP = n 
MPS =
LPI =

n
i=1

ai

n

maxni=1 (ai )

(100)
AREA
n

ei
ED = (10000)
AREA

 i=1
gi
AI =
(100)
maxgi
n P

ai
i
×
PARA AM =
a
AREA
i
i=1

Description
n = number of patches.
ai = area (m 2) of patch i.
AREA = total area (m 2) of landscape.
ei = total length (m) of edge in landscape involving
patch i.
gi = number of like adjacencies (joins) between pixels of
patch i based on the single-count method.
maxgi = maximum number of like adjacencies (joins)
between pixels of patch i based on the single-count
method.
Pi = perimeter of patch i.

edges of the patches divided by the total area, and a low ED value corresponds to a high level of contiguity (McGarigal et al. 2002). AI equals 1 when the class is maximally disaggregated, and equals 100
when it is maximally aggregated into a single compact patch (Tv, Aithal, and Sanna 2012).
PARA_AM is an effective indicator to characterize the shape complexity of patches for an individual
class (McGarigal et al. 2002). More details about these metrics are provided in Table 1.

3. Results
3.1. Comparative analysis for the magnitude and rate of urban expansion
3.1.1. Magnitude of urban expansion
Figure 2 shows the magnitude of urban expansion by city and time period. In general, the larger cities
experienced greater expansion. From 1990 to 2015, the urban land increased by an average of
466.16 km2, 210.66 km2, 107.25 km2, and 53.03 km2 for the level 1–4 cities (defined in Supplementary Table 1), respectively. The urban expansion of the eastern zone was more obvious than the other
regions, particularly for the eastern level 1 cities. The eastern cities expanded by an average of
306.39 km2 during 1990–2015, which was much more than the central (111.86 km2), western
(75.99 km2), and northeastern cities (126.52 km2). The growth variance between the eastern cities
was more evident than for the cities of the other zones. The urban expansion map of the 291 cities
from 1990 to 2015 is provided in Supplementary Figure 1.
3.1.2. Rate of urban expansion
Between 1990 and 2015, China experienced rapid urban expansion. The AE and AGR were
1954.88 km2 and 4.75% at the national level during this period (Supplementary Figure 2). The
urban expansion of China was slowest in the period of 1995–2000, where the AE and AGR were
532.72 km2 and 1.85%, respectively. The urban expansion rate then peaked during 2005–2010
with a significantly larger AE (4373.99 km2) and AGR (9.45%). The 291 cities cover most of
China, and the expansion trend of all the cities was consistent with the whole country (Figure 3).
The AE and AGR of all 291 cities were 1869.81 km2 and 4.81% during 1990–2015.
The AGR distributions of the cities of different zones and sizes across the five periods are illustrated in Figure 4, which also depicts the AGR trajectory dynamics of all these cities. In the northeast,
the urban expansion remained quite slow before 2005, and it was after the implementation of the
Northeast Area Revitalization Plan in 2004 that the growth of the northeastern cities significantly
accelerated. The eastern cities grew at a relatively high rate from 1990 to 2010. However, their growth
slowed down significantly in the period of 2010–2015. The western cities grew at a slighter higher
rate during 1995–2000 and 2010–2015. The urban expansion of central cities was relatively slow
from 1990 to 2015, but they experienced a short period of rapid urban expansion during 2005–
2010 due to the Rise of Central China Plan.
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Figure 2. Magnitude of urban expansion for the 291 Chinese cities. The pale brown lines represent the urban land area of each city,
and the red lines and bars represent the corresponding average and standard deviation respectively.

Figure 3. Annual expansion (AE) and annual growth rate (AGR) of the urban land of the 291 cities across the five periods, 1990–
2015.

The urban expansion rate also differed across the range of city sizes. From 1990 to 2010, the level
1 cities expanded faster except for the period of 1995–2000, where the average expansion rates were
nearly same for the level 1–4 cities. The growth of the level 1 cities tended to slow down after 2005.
The level 2 cities experienced a similar expansion with the level 1 cities, but their expansion rate
tended to slow down during 2010–2015. The growth rate of the level 3 and 4 cities remained relatively low between 1990 and 2005. Their expansion then accelerated particularly for the level 4 cities
during 2010–2015. The level 3 and level 4 cities contributed more to the acceleration of urban expansion in the northeast during 2005–2010, while the rapider urban growth of western cities was due to
the level 1 and level 2 cities during 2010–2015.
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Figure 4. AGR distributions of the cities. The box plot illustrates the AGR distribution of the cities of different sizes and regions. The
black squares represent the mean of AGR, and the longer black lines represent the median of AGR. Red dashed lines represent the
average AGR of the cities of a particular size.

3.2. Sources of newly developed urban land
The spatial distribution of the proportion of newly developed urban land converted from other land
between 1990 and 2015 is displayed in Figure 5. The proportion of new urban land from cropland
was much higher than 50% in the vast majority of the selected cities, and the high values were mainly

Figure 5. The proportion of new urban land converted from cropland, woodland, grassland, waterbody, rural settlements, and
other construction land during the period of 1990–2015.
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distributed between latitudes 30°N and 40°N. For example, the new urban land converted from cropland accounted for over 90% in Shanghai from 1990 to 2015. The fractional distribution of the new
urban land converted from woodland, grassland, and rural settlements exhibited remarkable spatial
differences. The corresponding proportions of new urban land converted from woodland and grassland were higher in the southern and northwestern cities, and the higher proportion of new urban
land converted from rural settlements was concentrated in the northeast, the North China Plain, and
the Pearl River Delta. The water bodies contributed less to the urban expansion of most cities, but it
is worth noting that there were some relatively high proportions in the middle reaches of the Yangtze
River (e.g. Wuhan). The corresponding proportion of new urban land converted from other construction land was generally low in the western zone, and the highest value was found in Anshan
(38.28%).
According to the statistical results of all 291 cities (Figure 6), cropland took a major role in the
urban expansion process. The proportion of new urban land converted from cropland was above
50% in all five periods from 1990 to 2015, and the corresponding proportion peaked in the period
of 1990–1995 (79.09%). Rural settlements were also an important urban expansion contributor, and
over 17% of the newly developed urban land was converted from rural settlements during 1990–
2015. The proportion of new urban land converted from other construction land fluctuated. It
was only 1.60% in the period of 1990–1995, and was 6.31% during 1995–2000. The value gradually
increased from 2000 to 2015 and peaked between 2010 and 2015 (9.09%). The percentage of urban
land converted from woodland, grassland, and water bodies was relatively stable but low, at 5.20%,
3.02%, and 2.60%, from 1990 to 2015, respectively. The corresponding proportion of new urban land
converted from unused land was vanishingly low, and the following analysis does not include this
category.
From the perspective of the various regions, the differences between the sources of newly developed urban land are quite evident (Supplementary Figure 3). The percentage of new urban land converted from cropland was clearly lower in the northeast compared to the other zones, particularly for
the periods of 1995–2000 and 2005–2010. It was only 54.19% during 1990–2015, but the corresponding proportions were 65.47%, 69.46%, and 65.68% in the eastern, central, and western zones,

Figure 6. Land sources of urban expansion. The statistical results of the proportions of newly developed urban land converted from
other land (i.e. cropland, woodland, grassland, water bodies, rural settlements, other construction land, and unused land) for the
291 cities during 1990–2015.
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respectively. The proportion of newly developed urban land converted from rural settlements was
higher in the northeastern and eastern regions. The analysis shows that 23.99% and 19.94% of the
new urban land came from rural settlements in the northeast and east, respectively, from 1990 to
2015, but the corresponding proportions were only 12.57% and 10% in the central and western
zones. Grassland was of great significance to the urban expansion of western cities. The proportion
of newly developed urban land converted from grassland increased in the western zone from 1990 to
2015, and it reached 14.18% during 2010–2015. The corresponding proportions were only 1.43%,
1.84%, and 2.23% in the eastern zone, central zone, and northeastern zone, respectively, during
1990–2015.
The proportional compositions of the sources of newly developed urban land also varied between
cities of different sizes (Supplementary Figure 3). Cropland contributed less to the urban expansion
for the smaller cities, and the proportions of new urban land converted from cropland were 64.87%,
67.09%, 64.71% and 62.12% for the level 1–4 cities, respectively, during 1990–2015. Similarly, the
corresponding proportion of new urban land converted from rural settlements was also lower for
the level 4 cities, especially in the period of 2005–2010, and the value was 17.10%, 19.89%,
17.62%, and 11.39% for the level 1–4 cities, respectively, from 1990 to 2015. However, Woodland
and grassland were important land sources of urban growth for the level 4 cities. The fraction of
the level 4 cities’ new urban land converted from woodland and grassland was obviously higher
than for the other cities, and it reached 16.06% in the period of 1990–2015. The corresponding proportion of other construction land was lower for the level 2 cities than for the other cities. The proportion of new urban land converted from water bodies was quite low, and it was difficult to discern
the difference among cities of various sizes.

3.3. Analysis of the urban expansion forms
The proportional compositions of the urban expansion forms varied among the different cities, but
edge-expansion was the dominant growth type for most cities (Figure 7). From the perspective of the
average of the 291 cities, the proportion of edge-expansion was above 60% during all five periods
from 1990 to 2015, and peaked in the period of 1995–2000, with a value of 68.72% (Supplementary
Table 2). The fraction of infilling and leapfrogging underwent obvious changes between 1990 and
2015. In the period of 1990–2000, the proportion of infilling was higher than leapfrogging. It then
gradually decreased to around 15% during 2000–2010, and later rebounded to 21.66%. In contrast,
the proportion of leapfrogging was relatively low in the early period and then experienced a notable
jump. The peak value for leapfrogging (18.99%) was in the period of 2005–2010.
From the viewpoint of the various regions, the proportional composition differences are also quite
obvious (Supplementary Table 3). During 1990–2000, the northeastern cities experienced more compact growth, as the mean fraction of leapfrogging was lower, but infilling was higher than for the
other regions. However, this was very different when it came to 2000–2010, when most cities tended
to grow as a less compact form, especially the northeastern cities. During 2010–2015, obvious
increases of the proportion of infilling were observed in the eastern and northeastern zones, mainly
at the cost of a decline in edge-expansion and leapfrogging, respectively. This indicates that the
expansion of the eastern and northeastern cities was more compact than the central and western
cities during this period.
The urban growth forms are also different across the range of city sizes (Supplementary Table 4).
The mean fraction of infilling was always larger than leapfrogging in terms of the level 1 cities, but
the gap narrowed between 2000 and 2010. It was same the case for level 2–3 cities during 1990–2000.
However, the average proportion of leapfrogging was larger than infilling for the level 2 and level 3
cities in the period of 2000–2010. The larger cities tended to be more compact during 2010–2015,
due to the correspondingly smaller proportion of edge-expansion and the larger proportion of
infilling.
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Figure 7. The proportional composition of the three urban expansion types (i.e. infilling, edge-expansion, and leapfrogging). This
was calculated from the corresponding patch areas across cities and periods.

3.4. Landscape analysis of the occupied cropland due to urban expansion
During the period of 1990–2015, a great deal of cultivated land was swallowed up in the dramatic
urban expansion process. The landscape forms of the occupied farmland exhibited significant spatial
differences (Figure 8). The NP was larger in the eastern zone and northeastern zone, and the larger
NP generally mirrors a fragmentary landscape for the occupied cropland. From the perspective of the
MPS, the smaller values, which indicate fragmentary occupied cropland, were found in the southeast
coastal areas and the northeast, identified by the correspondingly larger NP. The LPI value was
clearly higher in the western zone. This indicates that occupied farmland tended to gather together
forming larger patches in the western cities, and the smaller NP and larger MPS also support this.
The larger ED in the Jing-Jin-Ji area, the Yangtze River Delta, the Pearl River Delta, Shanxi, Shandong, and Henan provinces denotes a low value of contiguity compared to the other regions. The
perimeter area weighted mean ratio (PARA_AM) reflects the patch shape complexity, and small
values denote simple shapes, which can be mainly found in the Jing-Jin-Ji area, Shandong, Jiangsu,
and Henan provinces. Meanwhile, these regions correspond to the larger AI values. Some larger AI
values were also found in the western cities, which means that the occupied farmland of these cities
was more aggregated.
The landscape characteristics of the occupied cropland are also different across the range of city
sizes (Supplementary Table 7). The NP was larger for the larger cities, and it indicated the occupied
cropland was more fragmentary from the perspective of the NP. The patches of occupied cropland in
the larger cities tended to aggregate into larger ones and exhibit a low value of contiguity, as the AI,
LPI, MPS and ED were all larger in such cities. However, the PARA_AM of smaller cities was greater
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Figure 8. Landscape analysis for the cropland encroached by urban expansion during 1990–2015.

compared to the larger cities and it reflected that the patch shape of the occupied cropland was more
complicated in the smaller cities.
The landscape forms of the occupied woodland, grassland, water bodies, rural settlements, and
other construction land are illustrated in Supplementary Figures 4–8 and descripted in Supplementary Text.

4. Discussion
Urban expansion is a double-edged sword, and poses both opportunities and challenges for social
development (Wang et al. 2012). China has made remarkable achievements in its urbanization
since the implementation of the reform and opening-up policy in 1978, and studies of this progress
have been the subject of great interest (Kuang et al. 2016). In this paper, we have painted a complete
picture of the urban expansion of 291 Chinese cities from 1990 to 2015, including tracking their
sources of newly developed urban land, which is an aspect that has been neglected in the current
literature. It is of great importance for urban planning to figure out what the new urban land was
converted from, as the land-use pattern is closely related to the sustainable development of the subsequent urban growth (Gu, Wu, and Cook 2012). We also simultaneously compared the urban
expansion among cities of different regions and sizes, to discern the diversity of their growth pattern,
which has great implications for promoting coordinated development (Kuang et al. 2016; Xu and
Min 2013).
Our results indicated that China experienced more prominent urban expansion in the early
period of the twenty-first century compared to the 1990s, and the urban expansion rate peaked
during 2005–2010 (Figure 3), which is essentially in agreement with previous research (Liu,
Zhang, and Hu 2012; Schneider and Mertes 2014). We found that the growth of the eastern cities
was slower than the other areas in the period of 2010–2015 (Figure 4), as these cities experienced
massive urban expansion from 1990 to 2010, and the land resources suitable for developing new
urban land were gradually reduced (Gao et al. 2016; Xu et al. 2016). The growth of the northeastern
cities was quite slow in the period of 1990–2005 (Figure 4), and the contemporaneous economic
development of the northeast may explain this (Supplementary Figure 9). However, the growth of
the cities in the northeast significantly accelerated after the Northeast Area Revitalization Plan
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was implemented in 2004 (Figure 4). Previous research has pointed out that urban expansion has
been closely correlated with economic development and national policies in China (summarized
in Supplementary Table 6) (Huang, Wei, et al. 2015; Li and Fang 2014). We also found that the
growth of the central cities was similar to the western cities during 1990–2005, which is consistent
with their economic development (Supplementary Figure 9). The relationship among growth rate
and city sizes sometimes follows a power lower, and the relatively rapid growth of the larger-sized
cities in the early stage was due to the large number of development opportunities provided by central government and the attraction of capital investment (Wei, Li, and Yue 2017; Zhao et al. “Spatial
and Temporal Dimensions,” 2015). Between 2010 and 2015, it is worth noting the accelerating
growth of the small- and medium-sized cities and distribution of urban areas became more even
(Huang, He, et al. 2015). In 2014, the National New-Type Urbanization Plan (2014–2020) was
issued, which emphasized the development of the small- and medium-sized cities. The support of
national policies and the gradual saturation of land resources in the metropolitan areas contributed
to the faster growth of such cities in this period.
Large swathes of farmland have been occupied during China’s urban expansion process, and the
proportion of newly developed urban land converted from cropland was over 60% between 1990 and
2015 (Figure 6). The unceasing encroachment on arable land has caused stress to China’s food security (He et al. 2017). Grain production is of great concern to China due to its limited arable land and
the enormous population, and the unprecedented population growth has increased demand for food
(Wei et al. 2015). The population of China grew by over 20% between 1990 and 2015, but grain production was unstable in the early period of the twenty-first century (Supplementary Figure 10).
Moreover, imported grain increased from 7.05 million tons in 1990 to over 100 million tons in
2014, and the trend seems set to continue (Supplementary Figure 10). The growth of China’s
grain production has been too dependent on the input of production factors (such as water
resources, fertilizers, and pesticides), and it has resulted in significant environmental and economic
costs (Tian et al. 2012; Wang et al. 2011). Under such circumstances, the encroachment on farmland
poses a great threat to China’s food security, as land is such an important production factor in agriculture (Lichtenberg and Ding 2008). Accordingly, the Chinese government has promulgated a series
of laws and regulations (e.g. the Basic Farmland Protection Regulation in 1994, the New Land
Administration Law in 1999) to protect cultivated land (Li, Deng, and Seto 2013). The conversion
from cropland to urban land during 1990–2015 was positively correlated with the proportion of
cropland in 1990, and the expansion of the western cities tended to rely more on encroaching
upon cropland, but this was not the case for the northeastern cities (Supplementary Figure 11).
The proportional difference of new urban land converted from cropland across the various regions
might be related to the cropland quality (Supplementary Figure 12). The larger percentage of highquality farmland in the northeast and the higher cost of expropriating this land may have led to the
lower proportion of new urban land converted from cropland. The conversion from rural settlements to urban land has been related to the liberation of the rural labor force (Wang 2013). The corresponding proportion of new urban land converted from rural settlements was clearly higher in the
northeast and east (Supplementary Figure 3), which can be attributed to the locally higher level of
agricultural mechanization (Supplementary Table 5).
Edge-expansion played a predominant role in China’s urban expansion process, and alternately
rising proportions of infilling and leapfrogging were observed during the course of 1990–2015
(Figure 7). In general, infilling and edge-expansion result in a compact urban form, considering
that they do not increase the number of urban land patches, while leapfrogging leads to a fragmented
city as the new patches growing in this way are not connected with the primary urban land. The compact and diffuse forms of urban expansion both have their respective benefits. Compact urban
expansion can promote the efficiency of land use and can help to mitigate the subsequent impact
on the environment, and the diffuse form can help to protect native natural habitats and support
species diversity (Cairnes 1996; Wu et al. 2011). We found the urban growth types varied among
cities of different regions and sizes, and the government should consider many factors (e.g.
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geographic location, economic development stage, the size of existing urban land areas, and possible
ecological, social, and economic effects of urban expansion) to formulate proper urban growth plan
for each city (Zhao et al. 2015).
Landscape metrics are widely used to measure composition and spatial configuration (McGarigal
et al. 2002). This study depicted the landscape form of the occupied cropland from 1990 to 2015. We
found that the landscape characteristics of the occupied farmland varied among the cities of different
regions and sizes. For example, the occupied cropland was more fragmentized in the northeast and
southeast coastal zones, as larger NP and smaller MPS values were found in these areas. However,
this land-use pattern may not be conducive to the centralized management of agricultural production as it undermines the integrity of the arable land. To guide the subsequent urban growth,
it is of great importance to understand the landscape patterns of occupied cropland, as inappropriate
forms can have a negative impact on the environment (e.g. soil erosion) (Arnold and Gibbons 1996).
Limitations still remain in the results of this study. The five-year temporal resolution could be too
coarse for the rapidly expanding areas (e.g. Shenzhen), as their urban expansion rate can change
drastically within a short period of time (e.g. one or two years) under rapid economic development
and policy support. High-frequency mapping of the urban areas, possibly even an annual frequency,
is required to capture this kind of information. The understanding of the impacts of urban expansion
on cropland is focused on quantity, but cropland quality remains to be investigated, due to data unavailability, and this is an aspect that is rather relevant to China’s food security. These questions will
be addressed in our future research.

5. Conclusion
China has made remarkable achievements in its urbanization since the implementation of the reform
and opening-up policy in 1978. In this study, we provide a comprehensive view of the urban expansion
patterns of 291 Chinese cities from 1990 to 2015, based on six periods of the CLUD dataset. The AE and
AGR of all 291 cities were 1869.81 km2 and 4.81%, respectively, during 1990–2015. Generally speaking,
the urban expansion of the larger cities and eastern cities was more obvious (Figure 2). According to the
statistical results of all 291 cities, 65.22% and 17.49% of the newly developed urban land was converted
from cropland and rural settlements, respectively, during 1990–2015. The proportional compositions of
the source of newly developed urban land varied among cities of different regions and sizes (Supplementary Figure 3). Edge-expansion was the dominant growth form for most cities, followed by infilling and
leapfrogging growth (Supplementary Table 2). The urban growth forms of different cities exhibited various characteristics in the different periods, but diffusion and coalescence coexisted in all periods from
1990 to 2015 (Supplementary Tables 3 and 4). The landscape characteristics of occupied cropland differed among cities of various regions and sizes. (Figure 8). To accommodate the opportunities and challenges posed by urbanization, it is of great significance to investigate this process.
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